Over the last decade, the emergence of high-throughput sequencing has led to an increase in 8 both the size and scope of genome sequencing projects. Although genome sequencing and 9 analysis has changed dramatically during this time, the way read alignments are visualised has 10 remained largely unchanged. To address the problem of visualising growing sequencing 11 datasets, we have developed DiscoPlot, a tool for visualising read alignments using a two-12 dimensional scatterplot. DiscoPlot allows the user to quickly identify genomic rearrangements, 
Introduction 19
The emergence of high-throughput sequencing has led to an increase in both the size and scope of 20 genome sequencing projects. Assembly and mapping visualisation tools, such as Tablet (Milne et al. 21 2013), BamView (Carver et al. 2010 ) and Savant (Fiume et al. 2010 ) have been developed to be able to 22 handle the computational challenges presented by large volumes of data, however analysing even small 23 genomes can be time consuming. Furthermore, misassemblies and structural rearrangements can be 24 obfuscated by the large volume of data making it difficult to distinguish between discordant reads 25 caused by structural variations and discordant reads caused by spurious mapping or read chimeras. The 26 time consuming nature of visual analysis has led to a task originally accomplished manually, such as 27 identifying structural variations or misassemblies, being automated. Many programs have been 28 developed for identifying structural variations using alignment information such as SVDetect ( PrePrints of read chimeras, highly variable coverage and bimodal insert sizes can all lead to overcalling or 34 undercalling of structural variations. Problems also arise when the original structure and a structural 35 variant are both present in the same sequencing run. Such sites where multiple structural variants exist 36 are often biological significant, such as genes undergoing DNA invertase mediated prophage tail fibre 37 allele switching (Forde et al. 2014 ). Thus there is a clear need for a scalable, visual approach that 38 enables the user to quickly identify genomic rearrangements, misassemblies and sequencing artefacts. that physically interact can be inferred from the concentration of reads that map to a particular region. 45
One way of accomplishing this is by binning reads in a 2-dimensional array whereby the x and y 46 coordinates are determined by the mapping coordinates of the left and right read pair, and visualising 47 the array using a heatmap. This approach provides a method of visualising large volumes of read 48 alignments across an entire genome. 49
A two-dimensional layout provides a scalable method for visualising read alignments. Heatmaps, while 50 good at visualising "low resolution" information, as in the case of Hi-C that involves interaction 51 between large (>100,000 bp) regions of the genome, have several major drawbacks which make them 52 unsuitable for visualising structural variations using paired-end reads. Bin number is limited by the 53 resolution of the image being created. If the bin size is larger than a genomic rearrangement, a two-54 dimensional approach will not work. Single significant bins can be difficult to spot at high resolutions. 55
In contrast, if a wide array of values are present in the bins it can be difficult to find a colour gradient 56 to make significantly different values distinguishable from one another. This problem is magnified if 57 colours are also needed to indicate other information, such as read orientation. thickness and opacity can all be adjusted by the user. Crosses are used because they allow deletions and 152 other features to become apparent even when visualising large sections of the reference genome. If more 153 than one reference is present in an alignment, alignments are separated by an opaque green band; this 154 allows potential integration events to be observed. Discoplot also allows the user to define regions of 155 the reference to view enabling precise visualisation of genomic rearrangements (Figure 4) . 156
Discoplot uses matplotlib to display read mapping in an interactive window that can be zoomed and 157 scrolled to identify exact coordinates of markers. A subsection of the plot can be displayed; 158 alternatively, the plot can be broken up into a grid to highlight multiple subsections. Images can be 159 created from the GUI or written straight to an image from the command-line (PNG, SVG, PDF 160 written to a separate BAM or FASTA file using the command-line. 162
Case studies 163
Case study 1: simulated Illumina reads using a mock variant genome of uropathogenic E. coli 164
UTI89 165
A mock variant genome was created using the genome of Escherichia coli UTI89. E. coli str. UTI89 166 is an uropathogenic E. coli isolated from a patient with an acute urinary tract infection. It contains a 167 5,065,741 bp chromosome and an 114,230 bp plasmid. A 300bp inversion and a 3000bp inversion were 168 created at bases 50,000..50,300 and 100,000..100,3000. A 300bp insertion and a 3000bp insertion were 169 created at bases 150,000 and 200,000. Bases in the ranges 250,000..250,300 and 300,000..303,000 were 170 deleted. Bases 400,000..400,300 were moved to position 350,000 and bases 500,000..503,000 were 171 Sites with discordantly mapping reads were identified using DiscoPlot (Figure 6 ). Reads from these 211 sites were randomly sampled and mapped back to the reference using BLASTn (Camacho et al. 2009 ) 212 to confirm if they had been correctly aligned. Structural variants were inferred from context of region 213 of the genome to which the reads mapped, mapping distance and orientation of the aligned reads. Local 214 alignments of soft-clipped reads were performed to identify exact boundaries of structural variations. 215 In addition to the structural variants detected, reads misaligned to several repetitive regions (Figures  247   6b, 6f, 6h, 6i ). Misaligned reads all had insert sizes much smaller than the average, which likely 248 explains why they had been misplaced by BWA mem. (Figure 7) . 
